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WITT DIFFERENTIALS IN THE H-TOPOLOGY
VERONIKA ERTL AND LANCE EDWARD MILLER
Abstract. For sheaves of differential forms of the de Rham–Witt complex for
regular varieties over a perfect field of positive characteristic p we prove un-
conditional descent in cohomological dimension 0 with respect to Voevodsky’s
h-topology. Under resolution of singularities we obtain full cohomological des-
cent. Our approach follows recent work of Huber–Jörder and Huber–Kebekus–
Kelly on sheaves of differential forms.
1. Introduction
The idea to use differential forms to obtain numerical invariants of algebraic
varieties dates back to Picard and Lefschetz. Meanwhile sheaves of differential
forms have become an important tool in the study of local and global properties
of algebraic varieties and schemes. However it is well-known that they are not well
behaved in the singular case even in characteristic 0. To get around the problems
which occur here, several competing generalizations of differential forms and of the
de Rham complex have been proposed. Examples include Kähler differentials in the
case of a variety which is embeddable into a smooth variety, reflexive differentials
for normal varieties, logarithmic differentials in the case a divisor is considered,
Deligne’s de Rham complex using proper hypercovers, or the Du Bois complex.
In [HJ14] Huber and Jörder introduce another player using Voevodsky’s h-
topology [Voe96]. It turns out that in characteristic 0 the h-sheafification of the
sheaves Ωn, n > 0, of differential forms provides a conceptual extension to singular
varieties which recovers the above variants in many situations. This approach is
built on the intuition that all varieties over a field of characteristic 0 are h-locally
smooth.
In characteristic p > 0 the h-topology encounters a number of challenges. For
example, one quickly notes that the basic Kähler differentials become zero under
h-sheafification. This is due to the fact that the Frobenius map is an h-cover.
However, it is possible to circumvent these difficulties to some extent with more
subtle sheaf theoretic methods [HKK16].
In positive characteristic, one is often led to consider p-adic cohomolgy theories
instead. If a variety over a perfect field of characteristic p lifts to characteristic 0,
the first choice is to consider the differential forms of this lift as described above. If
a variety lifts only locally however, one often turns towards crystalline cohomology
or one of its variants. In [Ill79] Illusie introduced a complex of étale sheaves, called
the de Rham–Witt complex, which computes crystalline cohomology on smooth
schemes.
The hope is to extend the program described in [HJ14] and [HKK16] to the
de Rham–Witt complex in order to obtain an equally conceptual approach to the
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study of singular varieties in characteristic p. In this article, we start by studying
the h-sheafification of the rational sheaf of Witt differential forms WΩnQ of degree
n > 0. This extends the Witt differential forms to singular varieties analogous to
Huber–Jörder’s method described above.
To lay the base for this, we are especially interested in descent results for rational
Witt differentials. An optimal result would be a cohomological descent statement
analogous to [HJ14, Cor. 6.5]. This appears to be well-known to experts if one
assumes resolution of singularities in positive characteristic. We give a detailed
proof for this in Section 3. Without the assumption of resolution of singularities
such a statement is only known for Serre’s Witt vector cohomology [BS17]. For Witt
differential forms of arbitrary degree full cohomological descent without resolutions
of singularities remains an unsurmountable challenge.
However, using techniques from [HKK16] we were able to obtain the following
descent result for Witt differentials of any degree without resolution of singularities.
Theorem (Thm. 5.3). Let k be a perfect field of positive characteristic p. For any
regular scheme X over k, the change of topology map induces quasi-isomorphisms
WΩnQ(X)
∼=WΩnQ,h(X)
for all n > 0.
The proof relies on a construction introduced in [HKK16] which allows one to
extend a presheaf F on regular schemes to a presheaf Fdvr on arbitrary schemes.
We study it closer in Section 4.
An important insight by Huber, Kebekus and Kelly is that this construction
extends sheaves for topologies coarser than the étale topology. More precisely, if
F is for example an étale sheaf on regular schemes, Fdvr is an eh-sheaf on Sch(k).
In Corollary 4.6 we show a similar result for the qfh-topology. Concretely, this
means, that in order to show that Fdvr is a qfh-sheaf, it suffices to show that F is
a qfh-sheaf on a certain smaller category. Following a modification of the approach
in [HKK16] suggested to us by Kelly, we obtain the following.
Proposition (Prop. 4.9). For a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, the extension
WΩnQ,dvr is a qfh-sheaf on Sch(k).
The proof of this explicitly uses properties of Witt differentials, notably the
existence of a Frobenius and a Verschiebung map. As eh- and qfh-topology generate
the h-topology, this result implies that WΩnQ,dvr is an h-sheaf on Sch(k).
Another ingredient for our main theorem is Corollary 4.18 which states that
if Fdvr is an h-sheaf, then it has no topological torsion. In particular this is
true for WΩnQ,dvr. It is applied in the last section to show that the natural map
WΩnQ,h(X)→WΩ
n
Q,dvr(X) is injective. Our main result then follows by a diagram
chase.
To finish, we draw several expected consequences from the h-descent. This in-
cludes analogues for the rational Witt differentials of results from [HJ14] on Kähler
differentials (see Theorem 5.9).
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2. Preliminaries and notation
Throughout, all schemes are assumed to be separated and any reference to a
base scheme S assumes that S is Noetherian. For a fixed base scheme S we denote
by Sch(S) the category of schemes of finite type over S. When S = SpecR is affine,
we write Sch(R) for Sch(S). We denote by Reg(S) the full subcategory of Sch(S)
of regular schemes, by Sch(S)ess the category of schemes essentially of finite type,
by Dvr(S) the category of schemes essentially of finite type which are regular, local,
and of dimension at most 1, and by Shdvr(S) the category of schemes of the form
SpecRsh where SpecR is in Dvr(S) and Rsh denotes its strict henselization.
2.1. Grothendieck topologies. A Grothendieck topology on Sch(S) (or one of
the other categories introduced above) is defined by identifying which families of
morphisms in Sch(S) are to be considered as open covers. For a Grothendieck
topology τ denote by Sch(S)τ the associated site of Sch(S). A presheaf F is a
sheaf for the topology τ , if it satisfies the sheaf condition for every covering family
in Sch(S). Moreover, one can associate to a presheaf F a unique τ -sheaf Fτ . If F
is already a τ -sheaf, they coincide.
For two Grothendieck topologies τ and µ on Sch(S) one calls τ finer than µ if
every µ-cover is a τ -cover. We denote this relationship by µ → τ . It induces a
morphism of associated sites
ρ : Sch(S)τ → Sch(S)µ
and hence a morphism of topoi, called the change of topology map and denoted by
(ρ∗, ρ∗) : S˜ch(S)τ → S˜ch(S)µ.
Furthermore, we say that a µ-sheaf satisfies τ-descent for X ∈ Sch(S) if the
change of topology map induces an isomorphism F (X) ∼= Fτ (X). We say that F
satisfies cohomological τ-descent for X if the change of topology map induces
isomorphisms
Hiµ(X,F )
∼= Hiτ (X,Fτ ) for all i > 0.
For a µ-sheaf F on Reg(S), we say that it satisfies regular τ-descent provided
Fτ (X) = F (X) for all X ∈ Reg(k). In this paper, we are mostly interested in the
case where µ is the Zariski topology.
We introduce now several Grothendieck topologies we will be working with. They
are variants of Voevodsky’s h-topology introduced in [Voe96].
Definition 2.1. A morphism in Sch(S) is called a topological epimorphism, if
it is surjective and the Zariski topology of the target is the quotient topology of the
Zariski topology of the source. It is called universal if this property is preserved by
any base change. The h-topology is the Grothendieck topology on Sch(S) with
coverings universal topological epimorphisms of finite type.
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The h-topology is the coarsest topology finer than the proper and Zariski topo-
logy. It is also finer than the étale topology. Several intermediate topologies will
appear which are generated by cdp-morphisms and some other variant of covering
families. A cdp-morphism is a completely decomposed proper morphism, i.e., a
proper morphism such that each x ∈ X has a preimage u with [k(u) : k(x)] = 1.
The topology generated by cdp-covers and Zariski covers is called the rh-topology.
If we refine the topology by allowing in addition Nisnevich covers we obtain the
cdh-topology. The eh-topology is generated by étale covers and cdp-morphisms. A
central topology for our considerations is the qfh-topology which is generated by
étale covers and finite covers.
It will be helpful to keep the following diagram in mind which illustrates how
the topologies mentioned in this paragraph relate to each other. For a detailed dis-
cussion of these and other topologies we refer to [GK15] especially [GK15, Def. 2.5
and Diag. (6)].
fin

// prop

Zar

// Nis

// ét

// qfh
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
cdp // rh // cdh // eh // h
A special form of cdp-morphism is an abstract blow-up.
Definition 2.2. Let X ∈ Sch(S), f : X ′ → X a proper map and Z ⊂ X a closed
subscheme with preimage E ⊂ X ′. We say that (X ′, Z) is an abstract blow-up of
X , if f induces an isomorphism X ′\E ∼−→ X\Z outside Z. We denote an abstract
blow-up either by (X ′
f
−→ X,Z
i
−→ X) or more simply by (X ′, Z).
The cdp-topology is in fact generated by abstract blow-ups. Thus the rh-, cdh-
and eh-topologies are generated by abstract blow-ups and Zariski, Nisnevich or étale
coverings respectively, which becomes evident in certain factorizations of covers (e.g.
[Voe96, Thm. 3.1.1]). If one has resolution of singularities one can even replace
abstract blow-ups by blow-ups along smooth centers [CHSW05].
As abstract blow-ups are h-maps, we see that all proper birational maps are h-
covers. Hence, if resolution of singularities holds, all schemes are h-locally smooth.
But this is even true over any field without the assumption of resolution of sin-
gularities by de Jong’s alteration theorem, because finite maps and in particular
alterations are h-morphisms.
2.2. Sheafifications of differential forms. The work of Huber–Jörder and Huber–
Kebekus–Kelly describes descent for differential forms. For a fixed field k denote by
Ω1 the presheaf of Kähler differential forms on Sch(k) and for each positive integer
n denote by Ωn its n-fold exterior power. Assume k has characteristic 0. For the
relationships cdh→ eh→ h of topologies, one has descent isomorphisms
Ωncdh(X)
∼= Ωneh(X)
∼= Ωnh(X)
4
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by [HJ14, Cor. 2.8] and [HJ14, Thm. 3.6] for any X ∈ Sch(k). If X is in addition
smooth, one has a descent isomorphism
Ωn(X) ∼= Ωneh(X)
by [Gei06, Thm. 4.7] which depends on resolution of singularities. Thus in charac-
teristic 0 the h-sheafification of Kähler differentials agrees with the usual ones in
the smooth case. For a klt-base space X , one also has an isomorphism
Ωnh(X)
∼= (Ω[n](X))
between h-differential forms and the push forward of usual differential forms from
the smooth locus, called reflexive differentials, [HJ14, Thm. 5.4].
When k is of characteristic p > 0 the situation is more complicated. For example,
an h-sheafification Fh of a non-trivial presheaf F can be zero. This happens in
particular for the sheaf of Kähler differentials. However some descent statements
can be recovered at least for the cdh-topology via an auxiliary sheaf constructed
using the right Kan extension along the inclusion Reg(k)→ Sch(k) denoted (−)dvr.
Notably, whenX ∈ Reg(S) one has Fdvr(X) = F (X) and when k has characteristic
0 one can show
Ωndvr
∼= Ωnh
using [HJ14]. For a perfect field k of any characteristic one has isomorphisms
Ωn(X) ∼= Ωnrh(X)
∼= Ωncdh(X)
∼= Ωneh(X)
∼= Ωndvr(X)
for a X ∈ Reg(k) [HKK16, Thm. 5.11].
2.3. The de Rham–Witt complex. Fix a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0.
For a scheme X over k, denote by WΩ qX the p-typical de Rham–Witt complex
defined by Illusie [Ill79]. SetWΩ qX,Q := WΩ
q
X⊗Q. It is a complex of étale sheaves.
For a fixed integer n, we consider the sheaf WΩnQ of differentials of degree n of the
de Rham–Witt complex. For short, we refer to it as the sheaf of rational Witt
differentials. For a topology τ on Sch(k), finer than the étale topology we denote
as above by WΩnQ,τ the τ -sheafification which we call τ-Witt differentials.
3. Cohomological descent for Witt differentials assuming
resolution of singularities
In this section fix a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0 and assume strong
resolution of singularities. By this we mean that integral and separated schemes
over k have smooth proper birational covers and for each proper birational cover
f : Y → X whereX is smooth, there is a sequence of blow-ups along smooth centres
Xn → · · · → X1 → X such that Xn → X factors through f . This is the only section
which relies on resolution of singularities.
Under these assumptions we prove cohomological h-descent forWΩnQ on a smooth
k-variety X , i.e., for any i, n > 0 one has
HiZar(X,WΩ
n
Q)
∼= Hih(X,WΩ
n
Q,h).
We break this up into two steps. The first one is to obtain an (integral) eh-descent
under the same assumptions.
We will use the following lemma which compares Čech and derived functor co-
homology of quasi-coherent sheaves which should not be surprising. We call a
τ -sheaf F for a Grothendieck topology τ finer than the Zariski topology quasi-
coherent, if the restriction of F to all small Zariski sites is quasi-coherent.
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Lemma 3.1. Let X be a smooth k-variety and F a presheaf on Reg(k).
(i) If F is a quasi-coherent étale sheaf, its étale sheaf cohomology is computed
by Čech cohomology,
Hiét(X,F )
∼= lim−→
U∈ét(X)
Hˇi(U,F ).
(ii) If F is a quasi-coherent cdh-sheaf which satisfies cdh-cohomological des-
cent on Reg(k), then its cdh-sheaf cohomology is computed by Čech co-
homology,
Hicdh(X,F )
∼= lim−→
U∈cdh(X)
Hˇi(U,F ).
(iii) If F is a quasi-coherent eh-sheaf which satisfies étale and cdh-cohomological
descent, then its eh-sheaf cohomology is computed by Čech cohomology, i.e.,
Hieh(X,F )
∼= lim−→
U∈eh(X)
Hˇi(U,F ).
Proof. In the étale case it is clear that any k-variety may be covered by affines
such that all finite intersections are affine as well. But on affine schemes the higher
étale sheaf cohomology groups of a quasi-coherent sheaf vanish. Hence by Leray’s
theorem the first statement follows.
We argue similarly in the cdh-case. Under resolution of singularities, the cdh-
topology on Reg(k) is generated by Nisnevich covers and smooth blow-up squares
[Voe10, Lem. 4.6]. In particular, any cdh-cover in Reg(k) has a refinement by
smooth affine schemes such that every finite intersection is again smooth and affine.
By cdh-descent and the Zariski case
Hicdh(SpecA,Fcdh)
∼= HiZar(SpecA,F ) = 0
for i > 1 and any smooth affine k-variety SpecA. Again by Leray’s theorem the
second statement follows.
We come now to the case of eh-cohomology. Similar to the cdh-topology, the eh-
topology on Reg(k) is under resolution of singularities generated by étale covers and
smooth blow-up squares [Gei06, Cor. 2.6]. Hence we may again refine an eh-cover of
X ∈ Reg(k) by smooth affine schemes U → X such that all intersections are again
smooth affine. We compute the higher Čech cohomology groups for an arbitrary
open affine subset U ∈ U. By loc. cit every eh-cover of U has under resolution
of singularities a refinement of the form {Vi → U ′ → U}, where {Vi → U ′} is an
étale cover and U ′ → U is a cdh-map with U ′ ∈ Reg(k). We may refine the cover
further such that the Vi are affine and assume without loss of generality that the
étale cover {Vi → U ′} is non-trivial.
By [Kel12, Lem. 3.4.3] we obtain a first quadrant spectral sequence converging
to the Čech cohomology of the cover {Vi → U ′ → U} where the entries on the
E1-sheet consist of the Čech cohomology groups associated to fibre products of the
cover {Vi → U ′}
Ep,q1 = Hˇ
q(V ×
p+1
U
q /U ′
×
p+1
U ,F )⇒ Hˇp+q(V q/U,F ),
where we denote by V ×
p+1
U
q the p+1-fold fiber product V q×U · · ·×U V q. As we have
seen above the left hand side is just étale cohomology of F on U ′×
p+1
U and hence
by assumption Zariski cohomology of F on U ′×
p+1
U . In fact, if we fix U ′ and vary
6
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{Vi → U
′} the left-hand side does not change. By the theory of spectral sequences
it follows that the same is true for the right hand side of the spectral sequence.
Thus passing to the limit over covers {Vi → U ′ → U} where {Vi → U}′ is a Zariski
cover gives the same result as passing to the limit over covers {Vi → U ′ → U}
where {Vi → U ′} is an étale cover, with U ′ ∈ Reg(k) in both cases.
Note that taking {Vi → U ′} to be a Zariski cover makes {Vi → U ′ → U} into a
cdh-cover.
lim
−→
V∈eh(U)
Hˇi(V/U,F ) ∼= lim−→
U ′∈cdh(U)
lim
−→
V∈ét(U ′)
Hˇi(V/U ′,F )
∼= lim−→
U ′∈cdh(U)
lim
−→
V∈Zar(U ′)
Hˇi(V/U ′,F )
∼= lim−→
V∈cdh(U)
Hˇi(V/U,F ),
with U ′ ∈ Reg(k). We combine this with
lim
−→
V∈cdh(U)
Hˇi(V/U,F ) ∼= Hicdh(U,F )
∼= HiZar(U,F ),
where the first equality is (ii) and the second one comes from the hypothesis that F
satisfies cohomological cdh-descent. Since F is quasi-coherent and U affine, this last
cohomology group vanishes for i > 0, in other words lim
−→V∈eh(U)
Hˇi(V/U,F ) = 0
for i > 0 and each U ∈ U. Cartan’s theorem [God58, Thm. 5.9.2] which applies in
our context mutatis mutandis, implies now that the natural morphisms
lim
−→
U∈eh(X)
Hˇi(U/X,F )
∼
−→ Hieh(X,F )
are isomorphisms for all i. 
Remark 3.2. As far as the authors know there is no obvious direct relationship
between the question whether a topos is hypercomplete in the sense of [Lur09]
and the question whether sheaf cohomology on that topos is computed by Čech
cohomology which was one of the reasons to include the above lemma. Consider
for example the étale topos of a finite field which is not hypercomplete according to
[Lur09, War. 7.2.2.31] while in this case étale Čech cohomology computes étale sheaf
cohomology. On the other hand, the Zariski topos of a Noetherian scheme of finite
Krull dimension is hypercomplete [Lur09, § 7.2.4], while here Čech cohomology and
sheaf cohomology don’t coincide in general.
We can now show the following cohomological descent result.
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a smooth k-scheme. Then for all i, n > 0 the change
of topology map induces isomorphisms of cohomology groups
Hi(X,WΩn) ∼= Hieh(X,WΩ
n
eh).
Proof. To begin with, we show that WΩn satisfies cohomological cdh-descent on
Reg(k). Under resolution of singularities, the cdh-topology on Reg(k) is generated
by Nisnevich covers and smooth blow-up squares [Voe10, Lem. 4.6]. Moreover,
[CHSW05, Cor. 3.9] applies under resolution of singularities regardless of the char-
acteristic of the base field. It asserts that WΩn satisfies cohomological cdh-descent
on Reg(k) if and only if it satisfies cohomological Nisnevich descent and if it takes
smooth blow-up squares to long exact sequences of cohomology.
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Since WΩn satisfies cohomological étale and hence Nisnevich descent it remains
to check the condition on smooth blow-up squares. But this follows by a result due
to Gros [Gro85, IV. Thm. 1.1.9] which gives for a smooth blow-up X ′ → X along
a smooth center Z with pull back Z ′ = Z ×X X ′ a long exact sequence
· · · → Hi(X,WΩn)→ Hi(X ′,WΩn)⊕Hi(Z,WΩn)→ Hi(Z ′,WΩn)→ · · · .
Therefore we have the following isomorphisms for X ∈ Reg(k) and i > 0
HiZar(X,WΩ
n) ∼= Hiét(X,WΩ
n) ∼= Hicdh(X,WΩ
n
cdh). (3.1)
In particular, taking i = 0, we see that WΩncdh = WΩ
n on Reg(k).
Furthermore, we observe, that WΩn is in fact an eh-sheaf. Here again we use
the fact that under resolution of singularities every eh-cover of X ∈ Reg(k) has a
refinement of the form {Ui → X ′ → X}, where {Ui → X ′} is an étale cover and
X ′ → X is a composition of smooth blow-ups [Gei06, Cor. 2.6]. In particular, X ′ →
X is a cdh-morphism in Reg(k). Hence it follows now by [Kel12, Prop. 3.4.8(3)]
with τ = eh, ρ = cdh, and σ = ét that WΩneh =WΩ
n.
It remains to show descent in higher cohomological degrees. We once again
use that any eh-cover in Reg(k) has under resolution of singularities a refinement
{Ui → X
′ → X}, where {Ui → X ′} is an étale cover and X ′ → X is a cdh-
morphism in Reg(k). While keeping in mind that WΩn is an eh-sheaf we make the
following computation of Čech cohomology groups using a similar informal notation
as in the proof of Lemma 3.1(iii)
lim
−→
U∈eh(X)
Hˇi(U/X,WΩn) ∼= lim−→
X′∈cdh(X)
lim
−→
U∈ét(X′)
Hˇi(U/X ′,WΩn)
∼= lim−→
X′∈cdh(X)
lim
−→
U∈Zar(X′)
Hˇi(U/X ′,WΩn)
∼= lim−→
U∈cdh(X)
Hˇi(U/X,WΩn),
with X ′ ∈ Reg(k) where the second equality follows similarly as in the proof of
Lemma 3.1. This implies
Hieh(X,WΩ
n
eh)
∼= Hicdh(X,WΩ
n
cdh), (3.2)
because by Lemma 3.1 all cohomology groups considered are computed as colimits
of Čech cohomology along covers in the respective topologies. Putting (3.1) and
(3.2) together, we obtain Hieh(X,WΩ
n
eh) = H
i
Zar(X,WΩ
n). 
Remark 3.4. (i) One can also use the strategy of [Gei06, Thm. 4.3] to show the
above result. The main point is to compare long exact blow-up sequences for Zar-
iski and eh-topology and then make a spectral sequence argument as in the proof
of [Koh17, Proof of Thm. 3.1].
(ii) In [GH09, Thm. 3.5] Thomas Geisser and Lars Hesselholt prove under resol-
ution of singularities a version of above’s result for Witt differentials with finite
coefficients. For X ∈ Reg(k) they deduce the isomorphisms
Hi(X,WmΩ
n) ∼= Hicdh(X,WmΩ
n
cdh)
∼= Hiét(X,WmΩ
n) ∼= Hieh(X,WmΩ
n).
by induction onm from [CHSW05, Cor. 3.9] which was also used in the proof above.
We come now to the second part of the proof of the main result of this section.
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Proposition 3.5. For a smooth k-scheme X the change of topology map induces
for all i, n > 0 isomorphisms
Hieh(X,WΩ
n
Q,eh)
∼= Hih(X,WΩ
n
Q,h).
Proof. Note that [HJ14, Prop. 6.1], whose proof does not depend on the character-
istic of the base field, implies immediately that Hih(X,WΩ
n
Q,h)
∼= Hieh(X,WΩ
n
Q,h).
Thus the desired statement follows if one shows WΩnQ,eh ∼=WΩ
n
Q,h.
This follows by the same argument used in the proof of the first statement of
[HJ14, Thm. 3.6]. Namely, we need to check that for any X ∈ Sch(k), the canonical
morphism
WΩnQ,eh(X)→ lim−→
U∈h(X)
Hˇ0(U,WΩnQ,eh)
where U runs over all h-covers of X is an isomorphism. In fact it is enough to show
the sheaf condition for WΩnQ,eh for a refinement of an arbitrary h-cover U.
By [Voe96, Thm. 3.1.9] any h-cover of X has a refinement of the form {Ui →
U¯ → X ′ → X} with a blow-up X ′ → X in a closed subvariety, a finite surjective
map U¯ → X ′, and a Zariski cover {Ui → U¯}. By resolution of singularities we may
assume that X ′ is smooth and X ′ → X a sequence of smooth blow-ups. For every
connected component X ′j of X
′ choose an irreducible component U¯j of U¯ which
maps surjectively to X ′j . Replace U¯ by the disjoint union of the normalizations of
U¯j in the normal hull of k(U¯j)/k(X ′j) thereby refining the cover further to one of the
form
{
Uij → U¯j → ∪X
′
j = X
′ → X
}
such that for j fixed {Uij → U¯j}i is an open
Zariski cover, the X ′j are the irreducible components of X
′, for each j, U¯j → X ′j is
a finite surjective map of irreducible normal varieties, and X ′ → X is as above. As
in [HJ14, Thm. 3.6], it suffices to check the sheaf condition for WΩnQ,eh for each of
the three intermediate maps.
Since the first and the last map in the refinement are in particular eh-covers,
for which the sheaf condition for WΩnQ,eh holds trivially, it remains to show that
WΩnQ,eh satisfies the sheaf condition for a finite surjective map U¯ → X
′ of irredu-
cible normal varieties. Although this is checked on strict henselisations of discrete
valuation rings in the proof of Proposition 4.9 for WΩnQ, the same proof holds for
schemes as well. Furthermore, it is clear that the sheaf condition then holds for
WΩnQ,eh, too.
As the presented argument depends on later results, we note that nothing outside
of Section 3 involves this proposition. 
Corollary 3.6. Let X ∈ Reg(k). Then one has for all i, n > 0 isomorphisms
HiZar(X,WΩ
n
Q)
∼= Hih(X,WΩ
n
Q,h).
We cannot yet establish cohomological h-descent for WΩnQ without assuming
resolution of singularities. The reason is that both approaches presented above use
the refinement of an eh-cover into an étale cover and a series of smooth blow-ups
given by Geisser. To obtain such a refinement strong resolution of singularities is
needed. If one attempts to use alterations here instead finite maps are introduced
in the process, which cannot be controlled.
4. dvr-Witt differentials
In this section we apply the extension functor defined in [HKK16, Sec. 4.1] to
Witt differentials. It can be interpreted as the right adjoint of the restriction functor
9
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from presheaves on Sch(S) to presheaves on Reg(S), in other words the right Kan
extension along the inclusion Reg(S) → Sch(S). As we will see, it is a useful tool
to obtain descent properties on regular schemes.
4.1. The extension functor on Witt differentials. We briefly recall the defin-
ition of the extension functor and important properties. For more details we refer
to loc. cit..
Definition 4.1. For a presheaf F on Reg(S), let Fdvr be the presheaf on Sch(S)
given by
Fdvr(X) := lim←−
Y ∈Reg(X)
F (Y )
for X ∈ Sch(S).
Huber, Kebekus, and Kelly show that if F is unramified in the sense of [Mor12,
Def. 2.1], then Fdvr can be expressed in a form which is particularly useful to
establish descent results.
Definition 4.2. A presheaf F on Reg(S) is unramified if it is a Zariski sheaf and
satisfies the following conditions for all X and Y in Reg(S).
(i) The natural morphism F (X ⊔ Y )→ F (X)×F (Y ) is an isomorphism.
(ii) For a dense open immersion U → X , the induced map F (X)→ F (U) is
injective.
(iii) For every open immersion U → X containing all points of codimension at
most 1, the induced map F (X)→ F (U) is an isomorphism.
A presheaf F on Sch(S) is unramified if its restriction to Reg(S) is unramified.
If F is an unramified presheaf on Sch(S), then Fdvr can be expressed as
Fdvr(X) ∼= lim←−
W∈Dvr(X)
F
ess(W ) (4.1)
according to [HKK16, Prop. 4.14]. Here F ess denotes the left Kan extension of the
presheaf F to a presheaf on Sch(S)ess of S-schemes essentially of finite type.
Note that this allows us to view the extension functor (−)dvr as the right Kan
extension along the inclusion Dvr(S)→ Sch(S)ess. We apply it now to the sheaves
WΩnQ, n > 0, over a perfect field k of positive characteristic p.
Proposition 4.3. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Both the presheaf
WΩn and the presheaf WΩnQ are unramified on Reg(k).
Proof. It suffices to show that WΩn is unramified. Since WΩn is an étale sheaf, it
remains to verify the three conditions defining unramified presheaves.
To begin with, let X,Y ∈ Reg(k). We have to show that the natural map
WΩn(X ⊔ Y ) → WΩn(X) ×WΩn(Y ) for each n > 0 is an isomorphism. Since
{X,Y } is an étale cover of X ⊔ Y and WΩn is an étale sheaf, we have an exact
sequence
0→WΩn(X ⊔ Y )→WΩn(X)×WΩn(Y )→WΩn(X ×X⊔Y Y ).
But X ×X⊔Y Y = ∅ and therefore WΩn(X ×X⊔Y Y ) = 0, and WΩn(X ⊔ Y ) →
WΩn(X)×WΩn(Y ) is an isomorphism.
Next let j : U → X be a dense open immersion in Reg(k). We will show that
for any n > 0 the induced morphism WΩnX → j∗WΩ
n
U is injective. If this is not
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the case, then we can find an affine (Zariski) open SpecA = V ⊂ X such that
for some n > 0 there is a nonzero element ω ∈ WΩn(V ) which maps to zero in
WΩn(U ∩ V ). By restricting further we may assume that W = U ∩ V = SpecB
is also affine. Consequently, by [Ill79, I.Prop. 1.13.1] we can identify WΩ q(V ) with
WΩ
q
A and WΩ
q
(U ∩V ) with WΩ qB. Moreover, by [Ill79, I.Thm. 1.3] the morphism
WΩ
q
A → WΩ
q
B corresponds via the functorial isomorphism [Ill79, I.(1.3.1)] to the
map A = O(V )→ B = O(U ∩ V ), which is injective by definition as j(U) is dense
in X . It follows then easily that WΩ qA → WΩ
q
B has to be injective as well, which
is a contradiction to ω 6= 0. This shows the claim.
To complete the proof we now consider an open immersion j : U → X in
Reg(k) containing all points of codimension 6 1. Since this is a local question, we
reduce without loss of generality to the case that U and X are affine, and so [Ill79,
I.Prop. 1.13.1] applies again. In particular, for each l > 1, the complex WlΩ
q
(X)
is a quotient of Ω qWlO(X) and similarly for U . Consider the induced morphism
of complexes j : WΩ q(X) → WΩ q(U). Before taking limits, j : W qΩ q(X) →
W qΩ
q
(U) is a morphism in the category of de Rham-V -pro-complexes defined in
[Ill79, I. Def. 1.1]. In degree zero it is given by the morphism of pro-objects
j : W qO(X)
∼
−→W qO(U)
which by the definition of Witt vectors is an isomorphism since O(X) ∼−→ O(U) is
an isomorphism. Hence it has an inverse h : W qO(U) → W qO(X), which induces
by the universal property of the de Rham–Witt complex a morphism
h : W qΩ
q
(U)→W qΩ
q
(X)
in the category of de Rham-V -pro-complexes. To see that j and h are inverse
to each other in the category of de Rham-V -pro-complexes, observe that for each
l > 1, the morphisms j : WlO(X)→ WlO(U) and h : WlO(U) → WlO(X) induce
morphisms
Ω
q
WlO(X)
j // Ω
q
WlO(U)h
oo
which are inverse to each other. By the surjectivity of the projections πl : Ω
q
WlO(X)
→
WlΩ
q
(X) and πl : Ω
q
WlO(U)
→WlΩ
q
(U) for all l > 1, the morphisms
W qΩ
q
(X)
j // W qΩ
q
(U)
h
oo
are inverse to each other, too, and j is an isomorphism. After taking limits, we
see that j : WΩ q(X) → WΩ q(U) is an isomorphism of complexes, in particular
WΩn(X)→WΩn(U) is an isomorphism for every n > 0. 
We call the presheaf WΩnQ,dvr obtained by applying the extension functor to the
presheafWΩnQ of rational Witt differentials on Sch(k) the dvr-Witt differentials
of degree n.
Corollary 4.4. Let X ∈ Sch(k). The dvr-Witt differentials of X can be written as
WΩnQ,dvr(X)
∼= lim←−
Y ∈Dvr(X)
WΩnQ(Y ).
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Proof. Because WΩnQ is unramified as we have seen in Proposition 4.3, equation
(4.1) applies and we obtain
WΩnQ,dvr(X)
∼= lim←−
Y ∈Dvr(X)
WΩn,essQ (Y ).
However, by [Ill79, I.1.10] the sheaf WΩnQ commutes with filtered colimits which
means that WΩn,essQ (Y ) ∼= WΩ
n
Q(Y ). 
4.2. Descent results for dvr-Witt differentials. In [HKK16, Lem. 4.4], Huber,
Kebekus and Kelly observe that the extension functor preserves sheaves for topolo-
gies equal or coarser than the étale topology. This is a consequence of the fact that
the inclusion Reg(S)→ Sch(S) is cocontinuous for these topologies. Consequently,
for a presheaf F it is enough to check the sheaf conditions for the mentioned to-
pologies on Reg(S) in order to show that Fdvr is a sheaf on Sch(S).
We would like to use a similar technique to prove that WΩnQ,dvr is a qfh-sheaf.
However as the qfh-topology is finer than the étale topology, we have to realise
the extension functor as the right Kan extension along the inclusion Shdvr(k) →
Sch(k)ess which is cocontinuous for the qfh-topology. More precisely, we have the
following.
Lemma 4.5. For a perfect field k characteristic p > 0, the inclusion Shdvr(k) →
Sch(k)ess induces a cocontinuous morphism of qfh-sites.
Proof. Let X be in Shdvr(k). We have to show that every qfh-cover {Ui → X} in
Sch(k)ess has a refinement to a qfh-cover in Shdvr(k). Without loss of generality,
we may assume that X is connected. Moreover, by [Gre76, Cor. 5.6] any object
in Shdvr(k) is excellent. Hence according to [SV96, Lem. 10.4], every qfh-cover as
above has a refinement of the form {Vj → V → X}j∈J , where V is the normalization
of X in a finite normal extension of its function field and {Vj → V } is a Zariski
cover. In particular V → X is absolutely flat. With [Gre76, Thm. 5.3 i)] we can
now deduce that V is also the strict henselisation of a discrete valuation ring. 
Corollary 4.6. For a perfect field k characteristic p > 0, if F is a qfh-sheaf on
Shdvr(k), then Fshdvr is a qfh-sheaf.
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma analogous to [HKK16, Lem. 4.4]. 
Note that Shdvr(k) is not a subcategory of Dvr(k), but the objects of Shdvr(k)
are colimits of étale extensions of objects in Dvr(k). None the less, we will compare
Fdvr to the the right Kan extension along Shdvr(k)→ Sch(k)ess given by
Fshdvr(X) := lim←−
Y ∈Shdvr(X)
F (Y )
for étale sheaves F which commute with filtered colimits.
Lemma 4.7. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. For X ∈ Sch(k)ess
and any étale sheaf F on Sch(k) which commutes with filtered colimits there is a
natural morphism Fdvr(X)
∼
−→ Fshdvr(X) which is an isomorphism
Proof. Recall that a sheaf which commutes with filtered colimits satisfies F ess ∼= F
as presheaves. We first define a natural transformation Fdvr → Fshdvr. We may
write an object W ∈ Shdvr(X) as W = SpecRsh where R ∈ Dvr(X) and
Rsh = lim
−→
R→A→κs
A
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is the colimit over all factorizations of R → κs for a separable closure κs of the
field κ corresponding to the generic point of SpecR such that R → A is étale.
Since R is a valuation ring of finite Krull dimension, it suffices by [HK17, Cor. 2.17]
to consider the valuation rings A in the above colimit. In this case A is again in
Dvr(X).
By the hypothesis that F commutes with colimits we have
F (W ) = F (SpecRsh) ∼= lim−→
R→A→κs
F (SpecA).
Since we have natural projectionsFdvr(X)→ F (SpecA) for each SpecA ∈ Dvr(X),
there is a morphism Fdvr(X)→ F (W ). These maps are compatible by functorial-
ity as W varies over Shdvr(X). Consequently there is a morphism
Fdvr(X)→ Fshdvr(X) ∼= lim←−
W∈Shdvr(X)
F (W )
which itself is obviously functorial as desired.
The rest of the proof follows mutatis mutandis from [HK17, Prop. 3.8], however
we explain the critical changes. Fix a section s in Fdvr(X) mapping to the zero
section in Fshdvr(X). For a geometric point x ∈ X with residue field κ and a
separable closure κs, we have F (κs) = lim
−→λ/κ
F (λ) where λ runs over all finite
subextensions of κs/κ. Because s
∣∣
κs
is zero by assumption, there is λ such that
s
∣∣
λ
= 0. By étale descent, F (κ) → F (λ) is injective for all λ, and hence s
∣∣
κ
= 0
as desired. A similar argument works for valuation rings of κ and their strict
henselisations. This shows that the morphism Fdvr → Fshdvr defined above is
injective.
Now fix t ∈ Fshdvr(X). For any Y = SpecR → X let Rsh be its strict hensel-
isation. The element tRsh is fixed by Gal(Frac(Rsh)/Frac(R)), so lifts to F (R) in
a compatible way to define a preimage. 
Remark 4.8. The proofs of Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.7 also work over Nagata base
schemes, but this will not be needed.
With these facts established we can now prove qfh-descent for the extension
WΩnQ,dvr of the sheaf of Witt differentials following an approach used in the study
of regular group schemes [AHL16, Prop. C.2].
Proposition 4.9. For a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, the extension
WΩnQ,dvr is a qfh-sheaf on Sch(k).
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, WΩnQ,dvr ∼= WΩ
n
Q,shdvr and thus it is equivalent to show
that WΩnQ,shdvr is a qfh-sheaf. But according to Corollary 4.6 this follows if we
show that WΩnQ is a qfh-sheaf on Shdvr(k).
To see this we check the sheaf condition for a qfh-cover {Ui → X}i∈I in Shdvr(k).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that X is connected and therefore in-
tegral as it is Noetherian. As in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we may replace this with
a refinement of the form {Vj → V → X}j∈J , where V is the normalization of X
in a finite normal extension of its function field. In particular, V → X is finite
surjective and {Vj → V } is a Zariski cover. As WΩnQ is a Zariski sheaf, it suffices
to show that the sheaf condition holds for the cover π : V → X .
To begin with, we argue as in [AHL16] that WΩnQ
∣∣
Shdvr(k)
is separated for the
qfh-topology. To see this we first observe that for a dominant morphism f : X → Y
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the induced morphism WΩnQ(Y ) → WΩ
n
Q(X) is injective, because O(Y ) → O(X)
is, and then apply a result due to Voevodsky [Voe96, Prop. 3.1.4].
Let V˜ be the normalization of the reduction of V ×X V and consider the sequence
0→WΩnQ(X)→WΩ
n
Q(V )→ WΩ
n
Q(V˜ ) (4.2)
where the rightmost map is induced by the difference of the two projections V˜ → V .
Our goal is to show this sequence is exact.
We may find a finite surjective morphism π′ : Y → V with Y normal, such
that the composition with π : V → X factors into a generically purely inseparable
morphism followed by a generically Galois morphism π′π = πsπi. Since WΩnQ is
qfh-separated, the sheaf condition for π′π follows if we can verify the sheaf condition
for πi and πs separately, and this on the other hand implies the sheaf condition for
π.
Thus assume first that π : V → X is a generically Galois morphism in Shdvr(k)
with Galois group Gal(κ(V )/κ(X)) = Γ. By definition V is the normalization of X
in κ(V ) and the action of Γ extends by functoriality from κ(V ) to V . Furthermore,
the canonical map OX
∼
−→ (π∗OV )
Γ is an isomorphism. With X = SpecA and V =
SpecB we observe that π corresponds to an extension A→ B with A = BΓ, where
A and B are strict henselisations of discrete valuation rings, hence in particular
valuation rings, and we have a commutative diagram
A
pi //

B

k(X)
pi // k(V )
Our goal is to show that the sequence (4.2) is exact in this case. Since WΩnQ is an
étale sheaf and therefore satisfies Galois descent, we deduce immediately that that
the sequence
0→WΩnQ(k(X))→WΩ
n
Q(k(V ))→ WΩ
n
Q(k(V )⊗k(X) k(V )) (4.3)
is exact. Moreover, the canonical morphisms induce a commutative diagram
WΩnQ(X) _

pi // WΩnQ(V ) _

WΩnQ(k(X))
  pi // WΩnQ(k(V ))
where the vertical maps are injective because WΩnQ is unramified. It follows that
WΩnQ(X)
pi
−→WΩnQ(V ) is injective too, and that (4.2) is exact at the first term.
To show that it is exact at the second term, let ω be a section in the kernel
of WΩnQ(V ) → WΩ
n
Q(V˜ ). We have to show that it has a preimage under π.
Its restriction ωk(V ) to Spec k(V ), i.e., its image under the canonical injective map
WΩnQ(V ) →֒ WΩ
n
Q(k(V )) has a preimage υk(X) under π by the short exact sequence
(4.3). But υk(X) is in fact contained in WΩnQ(k(X)) ∩WΩ
n
Q(V ) and as V → X
corresponds to a Galois extension of valuation rings, one can show by an inductive
argument using the short exact sequence of [Ill79, I.3.15] that it lifts indeed to a
section υ of WΩnQ(X) over the valuation ring A. This is a preimage of ω under π
as desired.
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Now we look at the case, when π is generically purely inseparable. As X is in
Shdvr(k), π is actually purely inseparable as there is only one fiber. Hence its diag-
onal map is a surjective closed immersion. After reduction, we may assume that it is
an isomorphism ∆(π) : V red ∼−→ (V ×X V )red = V˜ . The map WΩnQ(V )→WΩ
n
Q(V˜ )
being induced by the difference of the two projections V˜ → V consequently is the
zero map, so that it remains to show that π∗ : WΩnQ(X) →֒WΩ
n
Q(V ) is surjective.
If π is an isomorphism this is clear. Assume therefore that π is not an isomorphism.
Similar to [AHL16] we reduce this to the case where π is a relative Frobenius as
follows.
Denote by V (p) the base change of V along the absolute Frobenius Fk of Spec(k).
We have a commutative diagram
V

V (p)
Woo

V
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
④
FV/koo
FV
~~
k k
Fk
oo
where FV is the absolute Frobenius of V , FV/k the relative Frobenius of V over k
and W the canonical projection. As k is perfect, Fk is an automorphism and it
follows that V ∼= V (p) and the relative Frobenius FV/k coincides with the absolute
Frobenius FV up to isomorphism. For a p-power q = pr we obtain a similar diagram
by iteration.
By a result due to Kollár [Kol97, Prop. 6.6] there is a p-power q and a morphism
π˜ : X → V (q) such that the relative Frobenius factors as F rV/k = π˜ ◦ π : V → X →
V (q). Thus it suffices to show that (F rV/k)
∗ is surjective.
Since V as an irreducible scheme is an k-scheme, the Witt vector Frobenius is in-
duced by the absolute Frobenius F ∗V = F : WΩ
n(V )→WΩn(V ), which commutes
with the Verschiebung map V. In particular, FV = VF = p. Consequently, after
inverting p, all of the maps F = F ∗V , F
∗
V/k, and the maps (F
r
V/k)
∗ for all q = pr are
surjective. 
Remark 4.10. One notes from the proof that WΩn is a qfh-sheaf after inverting
only the Witt vector Frobenius. In fact, one can use the same argumentation as
above for unramified étale sheaves F which commute with colimits such that any
finite morphism V → X of objects in Shdvr(k) which is generically Galois with
Galois group G satisfies F (X) ∼= F (V )G and for which the relative Frobenius
F rV/k induces surjections for all r > 0.
While our result along with [HKK16, Lem. 4.4] shows that the extension functor
preserves sheaves for certain topologies, Huber, Kebekus, and Kelly prove even a
stronger result in [HKK16, Prop. 4.18].
Proposition 4.11. Let S be a Noetherian scheme. If F is an unramified presheaf
on Sch(S), then Fdvr is an rh-sheaf. In particular, if F is an unramified Nisnevich,
respectively étale sheaf on Sch(S), then Fdvr is a cdh-sheaf, respectively eh-sheaf.
As a consequence we immediately obtain the following statement.
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Corollary 4.12. For a perfect field k of positive characteristic p, the presheaves
WΩndvr and WΩ
n
Q,dvr are eh-sheaves on Sch(k).
Remark 4.13. By the universal property of sheafification there are canonical morph-
isms
WΩnQ →WΩ
n
Q,rh →WΩ
n
Q,cdh →WΩ
n
Q,eh →WΩ
n
Q,dvr.
Moreover, if X is regular, WΩnQ(X) ∼= WΩ
n
Q,dvr(X) by [HKK16, Rem. 4.3.3] and
the above composition is an isomorphism on X .
To close this section we put the pieces together and deduce h-descent forWΩnQ,dvr.
The following lemma is well-known to eperts and follows from [Voe96, Thm. 3.1.1]
and Stein factorization.
Lemma 4.14. Let X ∈ Sch(S) for a base scheme S. Every h-cover {Ui
pi
−→ X}i
has a refinement of the form
{Vi → V → X
′ → X}i
where {Vi → V }i is a Zariski cover, V → X ′ is a modification and X ′ → X is a
finite morphism.
It induces a descent result which we hope is of independent interest.
Proposition 4.15. For a base scheme S let F be an unramified étale sheaf on
Reg(S). If Fdvr is a qfh-sheaf, then Fdvr is also an h-sheaf on Sch(S).
Proof. Any h-cover U → X may be refined as {Wi → X ′ → X}i∈I where the
first is an eh-cover and the latter is a qfh-cover by Lemma 4.14. By hypothesis
(Fdvr)qfh ∼= Fdvr. Also the hypothesis and Theorem 4.11 gives (Fdvr)eh ∼= Fdvr.
The theorem now follows by [Kel12, Prop. 3.4.8(3)] with τ = h, ρ = qfh, and
σ = eh. 
Corollary 4.16. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. For each n > 0,
the sheaves WΩnQ,dvr are h-sheaves on Sch(k).
Proof. We have already seen that WΩnQ is an unramified étale sheaf by Propos-
ition 4.3 and by Proposition 4.9 a qfh-sheaf as well. Thus Proposition 4.15 ap-
plies. 
4.3. Topological Torsion. For a presheaf F on Sch(S), we denote as in [HKK16]
by torF (X) the sections of F (X) which vanish on a dense open subscheme and
we call a presheaf F torsion free if torF (X) = 0. An important observation of
[HKK16, Sec. 5] is that understanding the torsion of a presheaf F on Sch(S) is
crucial to link Fdvr with various sheafifications. Therefore, we will look at the
torsion forms for WΩnQ over a perfect field of positive characteristic.
Lemma 4.17. An unramified presheaf F has no torsion forms on Reg(S).
Proof. Let F be an unramified sheaf on Reg(S) and X ∈ Reg(S). Suppose ω ∈ F
is torsion. This means that there is an open dense subscheme U →֒ X such that
ω
∣∣
U
= 0. However, the second property for unramified presheaves implies that the
induced morphism F (X)→ F (U) is injective. Thus ω = 0. 
This means in particular that the sheavesWΩn andWΩnQ have no torsion forms
on Reg(k).
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Corollary 4.18. Let F be an unramified presheaf on Reg(S). If Fdvr is an h-sheaf,
then Fdvr is torsion free.
Proof. Since Fdvr agrees with F on Reg(S) and F is torsion free on Reg(S) by
the previous lemma, it is immediately clear that Fdvr is torsion free on Reg(S). As
Fdvr is h-separated by assumption and alterations are h-covers, it follows directly
from de Jong’s alteration theorem that Fdvr is torsion free on Sch(S).
More precisely, let X ∈ Sch(S) and ω ∈ Fdvr(X) be a torsion form, meaning
that there is an open dense subscheme U →֒ X such that ω
∣∣
U
= 0. One has to
show that ω = 0. Because Fdvr satisfies h-descent, it suffices to show that there is
an h-cover on which ω vanishes.
By de Jong’s alteration [dJ96] theorem, there exists an alteration α : X ′ → X ,
such that X ′ is regular. Let U ′ be the preimage of U under α, which is a dense
open in X ′. The hypothesis ω
∣∣
U
= 0 implies that α∗ω
∣∣
U ′
= ωX′
∣∣
U ′
= 0. But as
X ′ is regular and Fdvr torsion free on Reg(S) it follows, that α∗ω = 0 and hence
ω = 0. 
Corollary 4.19. The sheaf WΩnQ,dvr is torsion free on Sch(k).
Proof. As WΩnQ,dvr is an h-sheaf by Corollary 4.16, the previous corollary applies.

5. Properties of h-Witt differentials
We come now to the main result of this paper. Equipped with the findings from
the previous section we can show that WΩnQ satisfies h-descent on regular schemes
over a perfect field of positive characteristic. We also highlight several consequences
of this which are in line with some of the results in [HJ14] for Ωn in characteristic
0.
5.1. Regular h-descent for Witt differentials. As we have observed,WΩn and
WΩnQ as unramified presheaves are torsion free on regular schemes. The following
general lemma and its corollary show how this property might help to understand
the h-sheafification of a Zariski sheaf.
Lemma 5.1. Let F be a Zariski sheaf on Sch(S) which is torsion free on Reg(S).
For X ∈ Sch(S) and ω ∈ torF (X) there is an alteration α : X˜ → X such that α∗ω
vanishes in F (X˜).
Proof. As ω is torsion, there is a Zariski open subset U ⊂ X such that the restriction
ω
∣∣
U
= 0. If α : X˜ → X is a regular alteration, then α∗ω ∈ F (X˜) vanishes on
α−1U , which is dense open in X˜ . But since X˜ is regular, F (X˜) is torsion free by
assumption and thus α∗ω = 0. 
Corollary 5.2. Let F be a Zariski sheaf on Sch(S) which is torsion free on Reg(S).
For X ∈ Sch(S), let ω ∈ F (X) be an element which vanishes on the generic points
of X. Then there is an h-morphism X ′ → X, such that ω
∣∣
X′
= 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that X is integral by considering
each irreducible component of X separately and using the fact that each scheme is
h-locally reduced. In this case, the hypothesis on ω means that ω is torsion on X
and we can now apply Lemma 5.1. 
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We are now ready to give the descent theorem for Witt differentials.
Theorem 5.3. Let k be a perfect field of positive characteristic p. For any X ∈
Reg(k), the change of topology maps induce isomorphisms WΩnQ(X) ∼= WΩ
n
Q,h(X)
for all n > 0.
Proof. Since WΩnQ,dvr is an h-sheaf by Corollary 4.16, we have by the universal
property of sheafification a factorization
WΩnQ →WΩ
n
Q,h →WΩ
n
Q,dvr (5.1)
of the canonical morphism WΩnQ → WΩ
n
Q,dvr. We show in two steps that this is
actually an isomorphism on Reg(k).
The first step is to show, that the second map is a monomorphism. This follows
by a similar argument to [HKK16, Prop. 5.12]. Let X ∈ Sch(k) and let ω be a
section in the kernel ofWΩnQ,h(X)→WΩ
n
Q,dvr(X). Choose an h-cover f : X
′ → X ,
such that f∗ω is in the image of WΩnQ(X
′) → WΩnQ,h(X
′). This way we obtain
an element ω′ in the kernel of WΩnQ(X
′) → WΩnQ,dvr(X
′), and have to show that
it vanishes on some h-cover of X ′. By Corollary 5.2, it is enough to show that
ω′ is trivial on every generic point x ∈ X ′. Such a point is isomorphic to the
generic point of a regular scheme V ∈ Reg(X ′). Since ω′ is trivial in WΩnQ,dvr(X
′)
it vanishes by definition of the extension functor on every regular scheme over X ′,
specifically on V as well as on its generic point and therefore on x.
For the second step, let X ∈ Reg(k). Apply the global section functor with X
to the the factorization (5.1) to obtain
WΩnQ(X)→WΩ
n
Q,h(X) →֒WΩ
n
Q,dvr(X).
By Remark 4.13 the canonical mapWΩnQ →WΩ
n
Q,dvr is an isomorphism on regular
schemes. Consequently, the above composition on X is an isomorphism where the
second map is injective by the first step. This implies that the second map is
surjective and therefore an isomorphism. It follows right away that the same is
true for the first map. 
Remark 5.4. In the case when n = 0 there are stronger h-descent results known.
Namely, the sheaf WOQ satisfies cohomological h-descent on Sch(k) by [BBE07,
Thm. 2.4]. This is even true for WO after just inverting the Witt vector Frobenius
[BS17, Thm. 5.40]. This is unlike the situation for Ω0 = O in characteristic 0,
where one has such a result only for semi-normal schemes [HJ14, Prop 4.5].
It is well known to experts that h-sheaves on k can be interpreted in terms of
Zariski sheaves on smooth schemes. The reason is that by de Jong’s alteration
theorem k-schemes are h-locally smooth. More precisely we have the following
statement.
Proposition 5.5. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. For a k-variety
X and an unramified Zariski sheaf F on Reg(k) which satisfies regular h-descent,
we have an isomorphism
Fh(X) ∼= lim←−
Y ∈Reg(X)
F (Y ).
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Proof. The proof follows almost the same steps as [HJ14, Cor. 3.9]. Explicitly, we
may write the projective limit in the statement as
lim
←−
Y ∈Reg(X)
F (Y ) =


(αf ) ∈
∏
f : Y→X
Y regular
F (Y )
∣∣∣∣ ∀ψ :
Y ′
ψ

f ′
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
Y
f
// X
⇒ ψ∗αf = αf ′


.
By de Jong’s alteration theorem [dJ96], X has a regular h-cover. Hence there is a
natural injection
Fh(X) →֒ lim←−
Y ∈Reg(X)
F (Y )
because a section β ∈ Fh(X) determines uniquely a compatible family βf := f∗β ∈
Fh(Y ) where f : Y → X with Y regular varies. By hypothesis, F has regular h-
descent, and hence βf ∈ Fh(Y ) = F (Y ) for all Y ∈ Reg(X). It remains to show
that this natural injection is surjective.
We choose regular h-covers g : X ′ → X and h : X ′′ → X ′ ×X X ′, and denote
by i : X ′ ×X X ′ → X the canonical map and by priX
′ ×X X
′ → X ′, i = 1, 2, the
projections, fitting into the diagram
X ′′
h
%%❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
X ′ ×X X
′
pr2 //
pr1

i
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
X ′
g

X ′
g // X.
For a compatible family (αf )f , where f runs over all f : Y → X and Y ∈ Reg(X),
we thus have
(pr1 ◦h)
∗αg = αi◦h = (pr2 ◦h)
∗αg.
Consequently, Fh(X) has a unique section β such that αg = g∗β.
To show that β is the desired preimage of (αf )f , it suffices now to show the
equality
f∗(β) = αf
for any morphism f : Y → X with Y regular. For this let e : Y ′ → Y ×X X ′ be
a regular h-cover, and denote by j : Y ×X X ′ → X the canonical map, and by
prY : Y ×X X
′ → Y and prX′ : Y ×X X
′ → X ′ respectively the projections, which
again fit in a diagram
Y ′
e
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
Y ×X X
′
prX′ //
prY

j
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
X ′
g

Y
f // X.
We therefore have equalities
(prY ◦p)
∗αf = αj◦p = (prX′ ◦p)
∗αg = (prX′ ◦p)
∗g∗β = (prY ◦p)
∗f∗β.
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As F is unramified, the map (prY ◦p)
∗ : F (Y ) → F (Y ) is injective, and we can
conclude that αf = f∗β. 
Corollary 5.6. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. For X ∈ Sch(k)
and each n > 0,
WΩnQ,h(X)
∼= lim←−
Y ∈Reg(X)
WΩnQ(Y ).
Remark 5.7. Note that the limit appearing in the above proposition coincides in
fact with the definition of the functor (−)dvr, so that one has in the situation of
the corollary an identification
WΩnQ,h(X)
∼=WΩnQ,dvr(X).
We end this section with a simple formula for the global sections of WΩnQ,h (c.f.
[HJ14, Rem. 3.8]).
Proposition 5.8. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Then for X ∈
Sch(k), and regular h-covers X ′ → X and X ′′ → X ′ ×X X ′, the sequence
0→WΩnQ,h(X)→ WΩ
n
Q(X
′)→WΩnQ(X
′′) (5.2)
is exact for all n > 0.
Proof. For the h-cover X ′ → X we obtain by the sheaf condition an exact sequence
0→WΩnQ,h(X)→WΩ
n
Q,h(X
′)→WΩnQ,h(X
′ ×X X
′).
For the h-coverX ′′ → X ′×XX ′, the induced mapWΩnQ,h(X
′×XX
′)→WΩnQ,h(X
′′)
is injective, too, by the same reasoning. Together, this gives an exact sequence
0→WΩnQ,h(X)→WΩ
n
Q,h(X
′)→WΩnQ,h(X
′′).
AsX ′ andX ′′ are regular,WΩnQ,h(X
′) ∼=WΩnQ(X
′) andWΩnQ,h(X
′′) ∼= WΩnQ(X
′′)
because of regular h-descent and we obtain the desired exact sequence. 
5.2. Basic properties and some examples. Throughout this section fix a per-
fect field k of characteristic p > 0. We investigate now some properties of h-Witt dif-
ferentials in the spirit of [HJ14, Prop. 4.2]. For X ∈ Sch(k), we denote byWΩnQ,h|X
the push-forward of WΩnQ,h to the Zariski-site of X . Furthermore, if j : X
reg → X
is the inclusion of the regular locus, we use the notation WΩ[n]Q,X := j∗WΩ
n
Q,Xreg .
Proposition 5.9. For X ∈ Sch(k), the sheaf WΩnQ,h|X satisfies the following
properties.
(i) The sheaf WΩnh,Q|X is a quasi-coherent torsion free sheaf of WOQ,X-
modules,
(ii) If X is regular, then
WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
∼= WΩnQ,X .
(iii) Let r : Xred → X be the reduction. Then
r∗WΩ
n
Q,h
∣∣
Xred
∼= WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
.
(iv) If X is reduced, there is a natural injection
WΩnQ,X/torsion →֒WΩ
n
Q,h
∣∣
X
.
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(v) Let X be normal and j : Xreg → X the inclusion of the regular locus.
There is a natural injection
WΩnQ,h →֒ WΩ
[n]
Q,X .
(vi) For n > dim(X), WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
= 0.
Proof. To show (i), we choose as before smooth h-covers g : X ′ → X and h : X ′′ →
X ′×XX
′, denote by i : X ′×XX ′ → X the canonical map and set h˜ = i◦h. Without
loss of generality, we may assume that g and h˜ are proper. Hence they are quasi-
compact and quasi-separated. It follows that the direct image sheaves g∗WΩnQ
and h˜∗WΩnQ are quasi-coherent, because this is the case for WΩ
n
Q. According
to the exact sequence (5.2) WΩnh,Q|X is the kernel of a morphism g∗WΩ
n
Q →
h˜∗WΩ
n
Q of quasi-coherent sheaves, and thus itself quasi-coherent. Torsion freeness
for WΩnQ,dvr = WΩ
n
Q,h was already shown in Corollary 4.19.
Item (ii) follows immediately from regular h-descent in Theorem 5.3. Item (iii)
is true as the inclusion of the reduced subscheme is an h-morphism.
For (iv) consider the natural map WΩnQ,X → WΩ
n
Q,h
∣∣
X
. Since WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
is
torsion free by (i), we may quotient out torsion in the domain to obtain
WΩnQ,X/torsion→WΩ
n
Q,h
∣∣
X
.
Let j : Xreg →֒ X be the regular locus. By the definition of torsion freeness we
have
WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
→֒ j∗WΩ
n
Q,h
∣∣
Xreg
∼= j∗WΩ
n
Q,Xreg ,
where the last isomorphism comes from (ii). Note that j∗WΩnQ,Xreg is torsion free
and that it agrees with WΩnQ,X/torsion on X
reg. Hence
WΩnQ,X/torsion →֒ j∗WΩ
n
Q,Xreg
and the diagram
WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
  // j∗WΩnQ,Xreg
WΩnQ,X/torsion
OO
)
	
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
commutes, so that the vertical map is injective as well.
Now we consider a normal scheme X and let again j : Xreg →֒ X be its
regular locus. Because WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
is torsion free, the restriction WΩnQ,h(X) →֒
WΩnQ,h(X
reg) ∼= WΩnQ(X
reg) is injective. As this is a local property (v) follows.
For (vi), assume without loss of generality that X is reduced, and by torsion
freeness restrict to an open subset where it is smooth. The vanishing of WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
for n > dim(X) then follows from the vanishing of WΩnQ for smooth schemes. 
To conclude we record two corollaries for mildly singular cases.
Corollary 5.10. For X ∈ Sch(k) with normal crossings, there is an isomorphism
WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
∼= WΩnQ,X/torsion.
Proof. The proof is a direct translation of [HJ14, Prop. 4.9] with their [HJ14,
Prop. 4.2] replaced by Proposition 5.9. We repeat the argument for convenience of
the reader.
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Since X is reduced there is by Proposition 5.9(iv) an injection
WΩnQ,X/torsion →֒WΩ
n
Q,h
∣∣
X
.
Working étale locally, one may assume that X is a union of smooth hyperplane
sections and use induction with respect to the number of irreducible components
c(X) of X .
If c(X) 6 1 then we are in the smooth case, and the statement is just Propos-
ition 5.9(ii). Thus let c(X) > 1. Choose an irreducible component Z ⊂ X , let
X ′ = X\Z and let E be the inverse image of Z under the map X ′ → X . Then
(X ′, Z) is an abstract blow-up of X and by [HJ14, Prop. 3.3] there is an exact
sequence
0→WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
→WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X′
⊕WΩnQ,h
∣∣
Z
→WΩnQ,h
∣∣
E
.
As in the classical case, we see that the pull-back of torsion free Witt differentials
is again torsion free. Hence, the above sequence fits into a commutative diagram
0 // WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
// WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X′
⊕WΩnQ,h
∣∣
Z
// WΩnQ,h
∣∣
E
WΩnQ,X/torsion //
?
OO
WΩnQ,X′/torsion⊕WΩ
n
Q,Z/torsion //
∼
OO
WΩnQ,E/torsion
?
OO
where the first and last vertical map are inclusions by (iv) of Proposition 5.9 and
the middle vertical map is an isomorphism by (ii) and by induction respectively.
By local calculations the second line in the diagram is also exact. Thus a diagram
chase shows that the first vertical map is an isomorphism as well. 
Corollary 5.11. Let X ∈ Reg(k) be quasi-projective with an action of a finite
group G. Then one has
WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X/G
∼= (WΩnQ,X)
G.
Proof. As X/G is normal and the projection X → X/G is ramified with Galois
group G, we have by Galois descent
WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X/G
∼=
(
WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
)G
and by Proposition 5.9(ii) WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X
∼= WΩnQ,X . 
Remark 5.12. Considering that X/G is normal there is according to Proposi-
tion 5.9(v) an inclusion
WΩnQ,h
∣∣
X/G
⊂WΩ
[n]
Q,X/G.
In analogy to the classical case, one expects this to be an isomorphism.
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